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GogobotGogobot is For the Modernis For the Modern
traveler who seekstraveler who seeks

an authentic experiencean authentic experience



Gogobot was launched in November 2010 by
Travis Katz and Ori Zaltzman, two former
executive leaders at MySpace and Yahoo,
respectively, along with a team deeply
experienced in social media. Gogobot launched
with a bang winning the 2010 Crunchie Awards
for Design and went on to be named one of Time
Magazine’s 50 Best Websites of 2011.
Journalists from CNN to NBC, USA Today and
NY Times have endorsed Gogobot as their
favorite travel planning tool.



over 3 million world travelers who have visited over
46,000 cities in 195 countries on 7 continents.
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT TRIP?
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PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE



CONTEXT



CONTEXT DRIVES FEATURE SET

The device we choose to use at a particular time is
often driven by our context:

• The amount of time we have

• The goal we want to accomplish

• Our location

• Our attitude or state of mind



Computers as productivity tools

• Used in office or home

• Productive and task-oriented

• Requires lots of time & focus

• Serious, research intensive attitude

• 24% of daily media interaction

occurs on PC



Smartphone is attached to our hip

• On-the-go & at home

• Communicate &
connect & share

• Short bursts of
time

• Need info quickly &
immediately

• 38% of daily media
interaction occurs

on smartphone



Tablet for relaxation & entertainment

• Primarily used at home

• Entertainment &
browsing

• Unbounded sense of time

• Relaxed & leisurely

• 9% of daily media
interaction occurs on

the tablet



SMARTPHONES ARE THE STARTING POINT for everything

Source: Google/IPSOS 2012



Smartphones dominate the multiscreen environment

Source: Google/IPSOS 2012



What Gogobot Learned

•37.9% of Photos•37.9% of Photos

87% of trip plans87% of trip plans

52.4% of Reviews52.4% of Reviews



Final Thoughts

• Watch & LISTEN TO your consumers.

• Match features and content to the context in
which USERS will be using that platform.

• Test & Iterate.

• Remember: no one is an expert yet.



Happy Travels!Happy Travels!


